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MESSAGE

FROM DEAN LEHMAN

This does not mean a business person
This year I have used this column to
can be expected to see the world divided
reflect on the lawyers role as keeper of our
between equal numbers of lawyers who are
profession's image. I have written about
"good" (i.e., who repn;sent him or her),
how lawyers serve their profession
and lawyers who are "bad" (i.e., who
whenever, through small acts of kindness,
represent antagonists). It remains the case
they reveal an inner generosity of spirit.
(albeit less so than in bygone days) that a
And I have written about how the core
business person is likely to use the same
intellectual training we provide in law
lawyer from transaction to transaction, and
school can nurture that generosity of spirit,
from lawsuit to lawsuit. But the cast of
by teaching future lawyers how to listen
opposing counsel is likely to change.
well.
To use an elementary example, imagine
Beyond good listening and acting with a
a world with ten clients, each of whom has
generous spirit, is there more that an
his or her own lawyer. Over time , each
individual lawyer can do for our
client negotiates one deal with each of the
professions image? To answer that
other nine. In this stylized world, it is
question, I would like to distinguish two
plausible to think that each client would
ways in which our professions image may
believe the legal profession consists of one
be tarnished.
noble advocate and nine menaces to
One source of tarnish - in many ways
society. (Of course, each client would
the more obvious one - originates in the
perceive a different lawyer as the noble
relationships clients have with their own
one.) One can easily understand how the
lawyers. In the extreme, we all must
legal profession would be stuck with a
confront the problem of outright attorney
tarnished image.
disloyalty. Fraudulent overbilling is a classic
I believe it would be a worthy research
case. In its more muted form, this defect
project to investigate whether the publics
takes the form of attorney self-absorption.
negative view of the legal profession is, in
Think of the lawyer who is more
fact, fueled by negative images of opposing
concerned with making sure that his advice
counsel. But what if it is true7 What can
letter identifies every conceivable legal risk
lawyers do about it?
(no matter how remote) than he is with
I do not think there is any answer to the
making sure that the client knows which
Individual lawyers can provide
fact that one's client will, over time,
risks are most significant and how they
dutiful and honest client service,
encounter larger numbers of adversary
might best be managed.
counsel than "own counsel." Still, it would
Individual lawyers can minimize this
scrupulously endeavoring to
surely help if lawyers were reminded to
kind of tarnish in obvious and
promote their clients' well-being
resist the easy temptation to question the
straightforward ways. They can provide
before their own. And they can
integrity of opposing counsel in
dutiful and honest client service,
work to ensure that other lawyers conversations with their clients. I know
scrupulously endeavoring to promote their
that nowadays such criticisms of other
clients' well-being before their own. And
share that ideal, and to promote
lawyers
are leveled far more often than they
they can work to ensure that other lawyers
public understanding that it is the
are deserved. But since we share a
share that ideal, and to promote public
credo of the profession.
collective interest in having the world of
understanding that it is the credo of the
clients respect our profession as a whole,
profession.
we disserve ourselves when we unfairly
A second source of tarnish, however,
portray opposing counsel as scoundrels.
might be more complex, and the
Perhaps, in the end, the responses to both categories are cut
appropriate responses are much less clear. I suspect that it
from the same cloth. I know from my daily interactions with our
originates in the relationships that clients have with opposing
graduates that virtually all lawyers successfully resist the
counsel.
opportunities for easy self-promotion at the expense of others.
When a business person is involved in litigation, it is natural
They act with integrity, serving their clients within the bounds of
to view the opposing party, as well as opposing counsel, as an
appropriate representation. The challenge is to help clients
enemy. And it is just as natural to associate unattractive qualities
appreciate that this is the professional norm, one respected by
with ones enemies. So while one might think of one's own
virtually all lawyers, even those who happen to be representing
lawyers as perfectly reputable and decent professionals, one is
the other side.
inclined to think of one's litigation adversarys lawyers as being
quite otherwise. This principle may be extended to the lawyers
who represent ones business partners across the table in
negotiations.
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